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SMITH AND WOMEN'S EQUALITY
Leslie C. Griffin*
S.D. filed for a restraining order against her husband in New Jersey
because he had beaten her and forced her to have sexual intercourse
against her will due to his dissatisfaction with her inability to cook
acceptable meals for his houseguests. The couple was wed in an
arranged marriage in Morocco in July 2008, when the bride was
seventeen years old, and moved to New Jersey in August. On
November 1, M.J.R. asked his wife to prepare three special meals for
guests the next morning. Although S.D. arose at 5 a.m. to prepare
breakfast, she was unsuccessful in cooking the three dishes, and there
was no food when the guests arrived at 8 a.m. At 10 a.m., after the
guests had left the house, M.J.R. entered S.D.'s room, told her he was
going to punish her for her behavior, and pinched her flesh repeatedly
for over an hour, leaving bruises on her flesh.
A similar incident occurred two weeks later, after M.J.R. asked his
mother to prepare a dinner for guests because S.D. could not cook.
After the dinner guests left, the husband took off his wife's clothes,
forcefully pinched her genital area and other parts of her body, locked
her in the bedroom, and had sexual intercourse with her without her
consent. A third episode of nonconsensual sex occurred a week later,
and M.J.R. beat S.D. until she was able to escape through an open
window. In all three instances, M.J.R. told S.D. that he was punishing
her for her failures as a housewife.
Although proceedings for a restraining order commenced after the
November events, the couple reconciled after S.D. discovered she was
pregnant. On the first night of their reconciliation, however, and for
several days thereafter, S.D. was forced to engage in nonconsensual sex.
S.D. testified that M.J.R. "always told her, 'this is according to our
religion. You are my wife, I c[an] do anything to you. The woman, she
should submit and do anything I ask her to do."'I
* Larry & Joanne Doherty Chair in Legal Ethics, University of Houston Law Center;
Igriffin@uh.edu. I am grateful to Marci Hamilton for inviting me to participate in this
Symposium, and for her numerous articles and books defending women's and children's rights
against abuse. Glenn Sanford provided excellent comments and research.
I S.D. v. M.J.R., 2 A.3d 412 (N.J. Super. Ct. A.D. 2010).
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S.D. filed for a restraining order and criminal charges were brought
against M.J.R. At the hearing the couple's imam, in response to the
judge's questions, testified that under Islamic law:
[A] wife must comply with her husband's sexual demands, because
the husband is prohibited from obtaining sexual satisfaction
elsewhere. However, a husband was forbidden to approach his wife
"like any animal." The Imam did not definitively answer whether,
under Islamic law, a husband must stop his advances if his wife said
"no." 2
The trial judge ruled that plaintiff wife had proven that defendant
engaged in harassment 3 and assault under New Jersey law. However,
criminal restraint, sexual assault and criminal sexual contact were not
established under New Jersey's domestic violence laws because the
husband lacked criminal intent. Criminal intent was absent, the judge
ruled, because M.J.R. "was operating under his [Muslim] belief that it
is, as the husband, his desire to have sex when and whether he wanted
to, was something that was consistent with his practices and it was
something that was not prohibited." 4  Because of the husband's
religious beliefs, therefore, the judge "found that defendant did not act
with a criminal intent when he repeatedly insisted upon intercourse,
despite plaintiff s contrary wishes." 5
In this "clash" between religious custom and law, the trial court,
twenty years after Smith and one hundred thirty-two years after
Reynolds were decided, favored the husband's religious freedom over
the wife's legal rights not to be raped or assaulted under criminal law.
The judge also denied the request for a temporary restraining order,
commenting that November was a "'bad patch' in the parties' marriage
and plaintiff's injuries were 'not severe.' 6
Fortunately, the law of free exercise is Smith, and an appellate
court reversed that ruling. According to the appeals court, criminal
intent is established under the domestic violence statutes by "knowing"
conduct. "Defendant's conduct in engaging in nonconsensual sexual
intercourse was unquestionably knowing, regardless of his view that his
2 Id. at 417-18.
3 The New Jersey harassment statute provides in relevant part that
a person commits a petty disorderly persons offense if, with purpose to harass another,
he:
b. Subjects another to striking, kicking, shoving, or other offensive touching, or
threatens to do so; or
c. Engages in any other course of alarming conduct or of repeatedly committed acts
with purpose to alarm or seriously annoy such other person.
Id. at 418 n.3 (alteration in original) (quoting N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:33-4 (West 2010)).
4 Id at 418.
5 Id
6 Id. at 419.
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religion permitted him to act as he did."7  The appeals court also
criticized the judge's "unnecessarily dismissive view of defendant's acts
of domestic violence" in rejecting a restraining order.8 Citing Reynolds,
which did not allow the Mormon defendant an exemption from the
bigamy laws, 9 and Smith, the subject of our conference,' 0 the court
criticized the trial judge for exempting M.J.R. from the criminal law due
to his religious beliefs. Quoting the most famous language of Reynolds
and Smith, the court wrote:
Can a man excuse his practices to the contrary because of his
religious belief? To permit this would be to make the professed
doctrines of religious belief superior to the law of the land, and in
effect to permit every citizen to become a law unto himself.
Government could exist only in name under such circumstances.II
For women it is especially important that the law of religious freedom
not allow a man to become a law unto himself. Without Smith, religious
practices like domestic violence easily become superior to the law of
women's equality, and S.D.s are subjugated to M.J.R.s.
Even with Smith as the guiding law, religious freedom often takes
priority over women's rights. Consider the case of another seventeen-
year-old, Laura Schubert, and her treatment at the hands of her male
church ministers, Rod Linzay and Lloyd McCutchen.12  Schubert
attended a weekend retreat at the Pleasant Glade Assembly of God
while her parents were out of town. At the beginning of the weekend,
Linzay (the youth pastor) and other members of the church became
concerned that demons were present in the church and sought to drive
them out. During the retreat:
[M]embers of Pleasant Glade restrained Schubert on two separate
occasions against her will. During the first encounter, seven
members pinned her to the floor for two hours while she cried,
screamed, kicked, flailed, and demanded to be released. This violent
act caused Schubert multiple bruises, carpet bums, scrapes, and
injuries to her wrists, shoulders, and back. As she testified, "I was
being grabbed by my wrists, on my ankles, on my shoulders,
everywhere. I was fighting with everything I had to get up, I was
telling them, no. I was telling them, let go, leave me alone. They
did not respond at all." After Schubert "complied with what they
wanted [her] to do," she was temporarily released. Fifteen minutes
later, at the direction of Pleasant Glade's youth pastor, a different
group of seven church members physically restrained her for an hour
7 Id. at 422.
8 Id. at 426.
9 Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 165-68 (1878).
10 Emp't Div. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990).
11 S.D. v. M.J.R., 2 A.3d at 422-23 (quoting Reynolds, 98 U.S. at 166-67).
12 Pleasant Glade Assembly of God v. Schubert, 264 S.W.3d 1 (Tex. 2008).
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longer. After this experience, Schubert was "weak from exhaustion"
and could hardly stand.
Three days later, a male church member approached Schubert after a
service and put his arm around her shoulders. At this point, Schubert
was still trying to figure out "what had happened" at the previous
incident, "wasn't interested in being touched," and resisted him. As
Schubert testified, "I tried to scoot away from him. He scooted
closer. He was more persistent. Finally, his grasp on me just got
hard ... before I knew it, I was being grabbed again." Eight
members of Pleasant Glade then proceeded to hold the crying,
screaming, seventeen-year-old Schubert spread-eagle on the floor as
she thrashed, attempting to break free. After this attack, Schubert
was unable to stand without assistance and has no recollection of
events immediately afterward. On both occasions, Schubert was
scared and in pain, feeling that she could not breathe and that
"somebody was going to break [her] leg," not knowing "what was
going to happen next."13
Following Smith, it should be appropriate to hold the church
members liable under neutral and generally applicable tort law for
Schubert's damages, as the jury and three dissenting justices of the
Texas Supreme Court properly held. They were, however, the
dissenters. The majority ruled that the courts are not permitted to
examine an exorcism and dismissed Schubert's jury verdict. According
to the majority, legal claims connected to an exorcism involve debates
among church members about church doctrine-was a demon really
being exorcised from Laura?-upon which the courts cannot intrude. In
other words, harm to women yields to religious freedom without
judicial review. Instead of being held to a jury's judgment whether
Laura had consented to the assault and battery, the church authorities
escaped without any legal responsibility because the court refused
jurisdiction.
The dissenting Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court
complained that "[a]fter today, a tortfeasor need merely allege a
religious motive to deprive a Texas court of jurisdiction to compensate
his fellow congregant for emotional damages."14  Smith and free
exercise should not allow religious tortfeasors and criminals to become
a law unto themselves, but even with Smith on the books women like
S.D. and Laura Schubert remain at risk of religious violence and civil
inequality.
In the remainder of this Essay, I argue that full enforcement of
Smith is essential to women's equality. I explain that male-dominated
religious communities have repeatedly opposed women's rights by
seeking not only to exempt themselves from the law of women's
13 Id. at 15 (Jefferson, C.J., dissenting).
14 Id. at 13.
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equality but also to change the content of that law to undermine
women's rights. Although Smith has given women's groups some
victories over this anti-egalitarian trend, resistance to Smith and refusal
to apply its holding have harmed women's rights.
In Part I, I explain why Smith is necessary to support women's
equality in the family and reproductive rights. In Part II, I argue that if
Smith were taken seriously, the courts would not continue to dismiss sex
discrimination lawsuits under the invented ministerial exemption and
church autonomy theories of the First Amendment, and the legislatures
would not persistently seek to undo Smith's regime by exempting
religious groups from the law.
In other words, whenever religious groups become a law unto
themselves, women suffer. Therefore, I wish Smith a happy birthday
and much more vibrant health and influence than it has enjoyed during
its first twenty years of life.
I. REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS AND FAMILY LAW
A woman's status, and with it her ability to safeguard her own health
and that of her family, depends not just on her right to decide on the
number and spacing of her children; her status also depends on her
right to act as an independent adult (her "legal capacity"), to
participate as a citizen in her community, to earn a living, to own and
control property, to be free from discrimination on the basis of
gender, race, and class. This full constellation of rights makes the
specific right of reproductive choice a meaningful one. Conversely,
without the right of reproductive choice, each of the other social and
economic rights has only limited power to advance the well-being of
women. 15
Recognizing this essential link between women's equality and
reproductive freedom, religious fundamentalists around the globe-who
are overwhelmingly committed to patriarchy-shrewdly targeted the
family as the best mechanism to maintain traditional roles for women.16
The fundamentalist patriarchs did not pursue their goal alone. Like the
fundamentalists, the mainstream religions have consistently sought to
undermine women's equality in at least two ways: first by lobbying to
make the family laws consistent with their religious beliefs, and second,
if those efforts failed, to gain exemptions for themselves from the laws
they opposed.
15 Lynn P. Freedman & Stephen L. Isaacs, Human Rights and Reproductive Choice, 24 STUD.
FAM. PLAN. 18, 19 (1993) (citation omitted).
16 THE FUNDAMENTALISM PROJECT, INTRODUCTION To FUNDAMENTALISMS AND SOCIETY:
RECLAIMING THE SCIENCES, THE FAMILY, AND EDUCATION 5 (Martin E. Marty & R. Scott
Appleby eds., 1993).
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Those strategies are especially evident in the area of reproductive
health, where a combination of conservative religious Evangelical
churches and Roman Catholics has long worked to pass laws that
prohibit women's contraception, sterilization, and abortion and to
exempt themselves from those laws' requirements. As early as 1978,
for example, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (NCCB)
lobbied Congress about the Pregnancy Discrimination Act as an
amendment to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.17
The pregnancy amendment clarified that discrimination against
pregnancy is a form of sex discrimination. A House and Senate
compromise resulted in the following statutory language:
The terms "because of sex" or "on the basis of sex" include, but are
not limited to, because of or on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or
related medical conditions; and women affected by pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions shall be treated the same for
all employment-related purposes, including receipt of benefits under
fringe benefit programs, as other persons not so affected but similar
in their ability or inability to work, and nothing in section 2000e-2(h)
of this title shall be interpreted to permit otherwise. This subsection
shall not require an employer to pay for health insurance benefits for
abortion, except where the life of the mother would be endangered if
the fetus were carried to term, or except where medical
complications have arisen from an abortion: Provided, That nothing
herein shall preclude an employer from providing abortion benefits
or otherwise affect bargaining agreements in regard to abortion.18
That language was reached through a compromise. While some
proponents supported health insurance benefits as well as sick leave
benefits for pregnancy and abortion, religious opposition to the
legislation forced the more restrictive protection of sick leave benefits
and insurance only for abortion where the life of the mother was
endangered or medical complications arose from an abortion.' 9
Catholic teaching does not allow any artificial contraception,
sterilization or abortion (even to save the mother's life) and insists that
its moral standard must be applied to Catholics and non-Catholics alike.
Once the legislation passed, the NCCB immediately filed for a
declaratory judgment that the First Amendment relieved Catholic
institutions of any obligation to comply with the law.20  In the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act case, the bishops complained specifically
that their social agencies would lose government contracts for refugee
resettlement if they were held to the new legal standard. The bishops
17 Nat'l Conference of Catholic Bishops v. Smith, 653 F.2d 535 (D.C. Cir. 1981).
18 Nat'l Conference of Catholic Bishops v. Bell, 490 F. Supp. 734, 736 n.2 (D.D.C. 1980)
(quoting 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(k) (1976)).
19 Id. at 736.
20 Id. at 736 n.2.
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believed they should receive government funding without complying
with the laws against sex discrimination as a matter of First Amendment
freedom.
Claiming an institutional constitutional right to receive government
funding for violating the law pushes First Amendment doctrine beyond
any acceptable limits. 2 1 Nonetheless, that is what the bishops wanted
then and want now. Smith is essential to combat efforts to evade laws
that should apply to everyone.
Although that UCCB challenge was dismissed on standing
grounds, the pattern of relying on religious freedom to oppose women's
equality was set. In later years, in addition to seeking to change the
constitutional law of reproductive rights, the bishops lobbied vigorously
against all legislative attempts to insure that women's reproduction
enjoyed insurance status equal to men's. During the 1990s, many
insurance plans covered Viagra for men but no contraceptives for
women. Eventually, Congress failed but twenty-three states succeeded
in passing legislation that required employers who offered prescription
drug coverage to their employees to include contraceptive coverage. 22
The laws were based on extensive findings that women faced serious
discrimination in receiving health insurance equal to men. After the
religious organizations' lobbying failed to prevent the enactment of
such laws, they immediately claimed exemption from the laws'
applicability under the Free Exercise Clause.
The odd thing about those constitutional challenges was that many
of the statutes already exempted churches from the laws' requirements.
In New York and California, for example, the Catholic Church
successfully lobbied for an exemption for religious employers whose
purpose was the inculcation of religious values, primarily churches,
synagogues and mosques, but not employers who offer secular
services. 23 The churches, however, wanted all religious employers-
21 Ira C. Lupu, Free Exercise Exemption and Religious Institutions: The Case ofEmployment
Discrimination, 67 B.U. L. REv. 391, 419 (1987) ("[N]othing in the debates or early drafts of the
religion clauses gives the slightest support to the concept of corporate free exercise
exemptions.").
22 Contraceptive Equity Laws in the States, CTR. FOR REPROD. RIGHTS (Nov. 18, 2009),
http://reproductiverights.org/en/project/contraceptive-equity-laws-in-the-states.
23 See Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v. Superior Court, 85 P.3d 67, 76 (Cal. 2004)
("The [California Insurance Code] defines a 'religious employer' as 'an entity for which each of
the following is true: (A) The inculcation of religious values is the purpose of the entity; (B) The
entity primarily employs persons who share the religious tenets of the entity; (C) The entity
serves primarily persons who share the religious tenets of the entity; (D) The entity is a nonprofit
organization as described in Section 6033(a)(2)(A)(i) or (iii), of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended."' (alterations omitted)). The cited provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
exempt from the obligation to file an annual return "churches, their integrated auxiliaries, and
conventions or associations of churches," see I.R.C. § 6033(a)(3)(A)(i) (2006), and "the
exclusively religious activities of any religious order," see id § 6033(a)(3)(A)(iii). See also
Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany v. Serio, 859 N.E.2d 459, 462 (N.Y. 2006).
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churches, hospitals, schools, universities, and social service agencies-
to be exempt from the insurance requirement. In rejecting the Catholic
lobbyists' position for a broad exemption from the law, the California
legislature crafted a narrow instead of a broad exemption because
permitting secular institutions . .. and the growing number of large
hospitals and universities loosely affiliated with the Catholic Church
to be exempt from the Act would deprive literally thousands of
employees in th[e] state of access to nondiscriminatory health and
disability insurance coverage. It would also effectively permit such
organizations to impose their internal religious views on their largely
non-Catholic employees, limiting the employees in the exercise of
their own compelling free exercise interests. 24
In other words, such a broad exemption would allow the church to
become a law unto itself and to enforce that law on people who were
not even members of the church.
The Catholic Church remained indifferent to that argument. As
already noted, the church believes that Catholics as well as non-
Catholics are bound by the church's teaching on reproductive ethics.
Because the churches were statutorily exempt, the constitutional
challenges to California's Women's Contraception Equity Act (WCEA)
and New York's Women's Health and Wellness Act came from
Catholic Charities, a nonprofit organization that provides social services
to the poor without regard to religious background, receives most of its
budget from taxpayer money, and employs a majority of non-Catholic
employees.25
Smith allowed the New York and California courts to uphold the
women's equity acts as neutral laws of general applicability. Without
Smith, a victory for women was not guaranteed. Although California
Justice Katherine Werdegar wrote that the laws also survived non-Smith
strict scrutiny because of the government's compelling interest in
combating gender discrimination, dissenting Justice Janice Brown
argued that strict scrutiny must be strict and in this case required
overturning the statute.
Despite Justice Werdegar's comments, holding women's rights
legislation hostage to a strict scrutiny standard is too dangerous for
women. As we learned from S.D. and Laura Schubert, when courts
balance women's well-being against religious freedom, religion tends to
win even if harm is done to women. 26 If women continue to lose free
exercise cases on religious violence under Smith, then it is probable that
24 Real Parties in Interest's Answer Brief on the Merits at 4-5, Catholic Charities of
Sacramento, 85 P.3d 67 (No. S099822), 2002 WL 985444 (emphasis added).
25 Catholic Charities ofSacramento, 85 P.3d at 76; Serio, 859 N.E.2d at 462.
26 See Rayburn v. Gen. Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 772 F.2d 1164, 1168 (4th Cir.
1985) (relying on the Yoder free exercise case to use strict scrutiny to favor religious freedom
over women's equality).
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they will lose reproductive rights cases subjected to strict scrutiny.
Without Smith, in the contraceptive cases, the churches would certainly
have become a law unto themselves, using taxpayers' money to limit
Catholic and non-Catholic women's access to insurance because of
highly disputed theological teachings about reproduction.
A similar story could be told about women's access to emergency
contraception, where the religious groups have sought restrictive laws
or insisted on conscientious exemption from those laws. There are, of
course, additional reasons to respect Smith, as the New York Court of
Appeals recognized in the contraceptive cases when it wisely opted to
follow Smith in interpreting its own constitution; a rule of exemption for
religious believers "would give too little respect to legislative
prerogatives, and would create too great an obstacle to efficient
government."
Although in the United States the case law on contraception,
abortion and sterilization has arisen primarily from Catholic litigants,
there is reason to fear any religion-based regulation of reproduction.
"Nowhere is the antagonism between sexuality and religion more
evident than in the three great monotheistic or Abrahamic religions,
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, as they have evolved. The 'People of
the Book' envision a world created alone by a distinctly womanless
god, Yahweh-God-Allah." 27  Those three large religions were
patriarchal in their origins, rejecting women's religious as well as civic
equality, and retain much of that patriarchy today. Although to date
there is no American Muslim case law comparable to the extensive
Catholic lobbying and litigation record, we know that "[i]n virtually
every Muslim country, for example, family relations are governed by a
body of personal status law derived from religion and customary
practices" 28 that do not always promote women's equality. During the
1990s, opposition to women's reproductive rights produced a "striking
and incongruous alliance" between a coalition of the Islamic countries
and the Holy See, which "strenuously opposed placing women's health,
reproduction and sexuality within a human rights framework" at several
important United Nations conferences. 29
Moreover, although other major world religions-Hinduism,
Shinto, Taoism and certain branches of Buddhism-include a feminine
aspect in their creation narratives, "each of these religious cultures, like
27 David Leeming, Religion and Sexuality: The Perversion of a Natural Marriage, 42 J.
RELIGION & HEALTH 101, 105 (2003); see also id. at 104 ("The process by which sexuality
begins to get a bad name in religion and myth seems to coincide with the demise of female power
and political importance in the face of a rising male-dominated, warrior-based patriarchy.").
28 Freedman & Isaacs, supra note 15, at 27.
29 Hilary Charlesworth, The Challenges of Human Rights Law for Religious Traditions, in
RELIGION AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 401, 407 (Mark W. Janis & Carolyn Evans eds., photo.
reprint 2004) (1999).
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the Abrahamic traditions, has tended to place women in an inferior
position to men in human society."30 Even religions that recognize
women's equality may do so in a "separate but equal" manner that
defines different roles for the genders that contradict current equal
protection jurisprudence, which as a baseline does not allow
stereotypical roles for men or women.3' Wherever religious groups are
able to become a law unto themselves, therefore, women's equality is
likely to suffer.
Smith has broad implications for our political culture as well as
law. In the years immediately following Smith, a broad academic,
cultural and political movement emerged that argued that religion had
been unfairly excluded from the public square. Led by Yale law
professor Stephen Carter's book, The Culture of Disbelief many
academics and politicians argued that religious beliefs were the
appropriate basis for law and public policy and that secular government
unfairly discriminated against religious believers.
Viewing Smith through the prism of women's equality reveals the
flaws in their argument. Smith holds that laws must be neutral.
Religion-based laws, even if clothed in secular language, are not
neutral. A Catholic-based law stating that women's reproductive needs
should not receive insurance coverage, that artificial contraception and
sterilization are prohibited, or that abortions must not be performed in
any circumstances should not be viewed as neutral. Laws based on the
religion of the majority or on the beliefs of the most persuasive religious
lobbyists are no more neutral than an application of Islamic law to allow
a husband to force his wife to engage in nonconsensual sexual
intercourse. If Smith were enforced against non-neutral laws, it would
provide adequate protection of free exercise even though it does not
contain the strict scrutiny standard of Sherbert v. Verner.
This perspective on Smith-that religion-based laws are not
neutral-explains the holding of the two most famous pre-Smith free
exercise cases, Reynolds v. United States and Sherbert v. Verner. In
Reynolds, the Court refused a polygamous Mormon defendant a
religious exemption from the law of bigamy. In Sherbert, the Court
applied strict scrutiny to invalidate a South Carolina unemployment
benefits law that penalized Seventh-day Adventist Adele Sherbert for
not accepting employment on her Saturday Sabbath.
In Smith, Justice Scalia repeatedly cited Reynolds for the
proposition that religious believers must follow the law. My gloss on
Reynolds and Smith (which differs significantly from Justice Scalia's
analysis) is that neutral laws of general applicability must be both
religiously neutral and constitutionally sound. Reynolds had reason to
30 Leeming, supra note 27, at 106.
31 United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 (1996); Charlesworth,supra note 29, at 409.
[Vol. 32:51840
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protest an anti-polygamy marriage law based on Christian ideals of
monogamy but not one based on common constitutional principles such
as the protection of women's rights or children's safety.
A religion-based law of marriage differs from a non-religious one.
In the early years of the United States, Christian monogamy provided
the ideal for all marriages and the basis for the law of marriage even
though "Christian monogamists composed a minority in the world." 32
Political authorities expected monogamy on a Christian model to
prevail-and it did, not only because of widespread Christian faith
and foregoing social practice, but also because of positive and
punitive laws and government policy choices. Political and legal
authorities endorsed and aimed to perpetuate nationally a particular
marriage model: lifelong, faithful monogamy, formed by the mutual
consent of a man and a woman, bearing the impress of the Christian
religion and the English common law in its expectations for the
husband to be the family head and economic provider, his wife the
dependent partner. 33
This Christian ideal was imposed on Native Americans, Asians,
Slaves, Mormons, and women. 34 In contrast to the men of different
religious backgrounds, however, all women were "absorbed" into men's
legal and economic personalities. 35  It was not until the twentieth
century that the framework of family law refocused from a religious to a
more economic perspective and women's right to vote contributed to
change their role in the law of the traditional Christian family.36 The
marital rape exemption-which, as S.D. taught us, continues to enjoy
religious support-did not disappear until 1984 and only then due to
arguments that it was unfair to prosecute nonmarried but not married
men for rape. 37
The situation in the second famous free exercise case, Sherbert,
was similar but more straightforward: The religious Sunday Sabbath
protected one religious day of rest but not another. Sherbert's problems
with unemployment compensation arose from the fact that the Sabbath
law was religion-based to favor Sunday Sabbatarians instead of
Saturday. A neutral law could change the situation without creating a
32 NANCY F. COTT, PUBLIC Vows: A HISTORY OF MARRIAGE AND THE NATION 9 (2000).
33 Id. at 2-3.
34 Native Americans were forced to Christianize; Asians and Mormons not to polygamize;
slaves were not allowed to marry in order to protect slaveowners' property rights; women were
property throughout. Id at 3-5.
35 Id. at 12.
36 See id. at 157; see also JOHIN WITTE, JR., FROM SACRAMENT TO CONTRACT: MARRIAGE,
RELIGION, AND LAW IN THE WESTERN TRADITION (1997) (averring that models of marriage
include the Catholic sacramental model; Lutheran social dimensions of marriage; Calvinist
covenantal dimensions of marriage; Anglican commonwealth dimensions of marriage, and then
we get to the Enlightenment, which has a non-religious perspective).
37 COTT, supra note 32, at 211.
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dangerous doctrine of religious exemption from generally applicable
laws.
One reason for Smith's unpopularity is that many religious
believers still want the law, including the law of marriage, to be
religion-based. Religion has provided the major animus against gay
equality in marriage just as it long opposed women's equality.38 A
vigorous Smith is necessary to protect constitutional values against the
religious tyranny of those who try to use the law to enforce Christian or
Catholic notions of marriage and sexuality on everyone else.
In rejecting the constitutional challenge to New York's Women's
Health and Wellness Act, the Court of Appeals noted how "important"
it was, in their view that:
[M]any of plaintiffs' employees do not share their religious beliefs.
(Most of the plaintiffs allege that they hire many people of other
faiths; no plaintiff has presented evidence that it does not do so.)
The employment relationship is a frequent subject of legislation, and
when a religious organization chooses to hire nonbelievers it must, at
least to some degree, be prepared to accept neutral regulations
imposed to protect those employees' legitimate interests in doing
what their own beliefs permit. 39
As we learn in the next Part, however, despite the government's strong
interest in protecting all employees against discrimination, and women
against sex discrimination, the courts have repeatedly defied Smith's
holding by creating out of whole cloth a "ministerial exemption" that
has made the religious workplace a dangerous and lawless realm unto
itself. Courts use the ministerial exemption to dismiss discrimination
lawsuits against religious employers instead of allowing employees
their day in court.
II. RELIGIOUS EMPLOYMENT
To place religious organizations above the law, leaving their
members and employees at the unreviewable mercy of religious leaders,
allows religions to become a law unto themselves. "Government could
exist only in name under such circumstances." 40 Government does exist
38 In addition to the constant opposition to gay marriage, see Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 704 F.
Supp. 2d 921 (N.D. Cal. 2010), Catholic Charities was also involved in litigation claiming
exemption from laws protecting gay adoption, see Catholic Charities of Me., Inc. v. City of
Portland, 304 F. Supp. 2d 77 (D. Me. 2004) (holding that Catholic Charities must follow domestic
partners law).
39 Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany v. Serio, 859 N.E.2d 459 (N.Y. 2006).
40 S.D. v. M.J.R., 2 A.3d 412, 423 (N.J. Super. Ct. A.D. 2010) (quoting Reynolds v. United
States, 98 U.S. 145, 167 (1878)).
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only in name in the religious workplace because of the courts' refusal to
enforce Smith.
The Framers of the Constitution had experienced the tyranny of
church as well as state and drafted a constitution that protected
individuals against the power of both. There is no indication that they
intended to exempt religious institutions from the law. 4 1 Despite the
constitutional and practical reasons for not making religious
organizations a law-free zone and the clear mandate of Smith to apply
the law to everyone, many courts and First Amendment scholars have
created a constitutional theory that protects churches' liberty to harm
their employees and other third parties. In a prominent sex
discrimination lawsuit by Sister Elizabeth McDonough against the
Catholic University of America, Judge James Buckley of the D.C.
Circuit-a Roman Catholic, the Senator from New York who sponsored
a human life amendment to end abortion, the brother of William F.
Buckley, and a Catholic University trustee from 1977-1982-foolishly
wrote:
We acknowledge that [in Smith] the Court stated that it has "never
held that an individual's religious beliefs excuse him from
compliance with an otherwise valid law prohibiting conduct that the
State is free to regulate," and that it has ["]consistently held that the
right of free exercise does not relieve an individual of the obligation
to comply with a valid and neutral law of general applicability on the
ground that the law proscribes (or prescribes) conduct that his
religion prescribes (or proscribes).["] It does not follow, however,
that Smith stands for the proposition that a church may never be
relieved from such an obligation.42
Then (in a lapse of logic) the judge oddly added that "[p]rotecting the
authority of a church to select its own ministers free of government
interference does not empower a member of that church, 'by virtue of
his beliefs, 'to become a law unto himself."' 43 It does, however,
empower the church to become a law unto itself and to undermine the
rights of its members so that they are robbed of the protection of the
laws. Following the logic of Judge Buckley, in the area of women's
rights the churches are allowed to become a sex-discriminatory law unto
themselves.
Other courts have endorsed Judge Buckley's idea under the label
"church autonomy" and concluded that Smith "does not undermine the
principles of the church autonomy doctrine." 44 Any legal doctrine that
protects church autonomy from regulation is likely to harm women
41 Lupu, supra note 21, at 419.
42 EEOC v. Catholic Univ. of Am., 83 F.3d 455, 462 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (citations omitted)
(quoting Emp't Div. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872 (1990)).
43 Id. (emphasis added).
44 Bryce v. Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Colo., 289 F.3d 648, 656 (10th Cir. 2002).
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because, as noted above, the world's religions are among the most
vigorous opponents of women's rights. The case law about the
ministerial exemption proves the point.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment
discrimination on the basis of race, religion, color, sex and national
origin. After great debate, Congress exempted religious organizations
from lawsuits for religious discrimination but allowed them to be sued
for discrimination against the other protected classes: race, color, sex
and national origin. The will of Congress was for religious
organizations to be held to those antidiscrimination standards. Under
the statute, religious organizations may be sued for sex discrimination.
Despite the will of Congress and the fundamental importance to
the nation of the antidiscrimination laws, the courts created a
constitutional exemption to employment discrimination lawsuits that
involved "ministers." "Ministers" was soon reinterpreted to include
elementary and secondary schoolteachers, organists, university
professors and secretaries as well as ... women who were not allowed
to become ministers! Whenever these varied employees filed lawsuits
alleging race or sex discrimination, the courts dismissed them on the
grounds that the courts may not take jurisdiction because of the First
Amendment.45 Eventually the "ministers' cases alleging age
discrimination, disability discrimination, pay inequality and retaliation
for whistleblowing were also dismissed without a hearing.
Although arguably there was some reason to create the ministerial
exemption under pre-Smith case law, Smith should have clarified that no
one is above the law, especially the antidiscrimination laws, which the
government has the compelling interest of equal protection to defend.
Nonetheless, as Judge Buckley's opinion in the Catholic University case
illustrates, most circuit courts have determined that the ministerial
exemption survives Smith. I argue that the ministerial exemption
undermines Smith in a manner that is especially harmful for women.
As noted above, the world's religions have frequently opposed
equality for women, both internally (in their ministries and church jobs)
and in the larger society (in controlling reproductive law in ways
unfavorable to women). By definition, the patriarchal religions
displaced goddesses from power in the pantheon and women from
power in the pulpit. Although there have always been American
women who identified themselves as clergy, the numbers of women
clergy increased considerably during the 1970s in conjunction with the
secular women's liberation movement. In response to internal
challenges from their members and/or decisions by church leaders that
45 Courts have disagreed whether they lack subject matter jurisdiction over ministerial
exception cases or whether plaintiffs in those cases fail to state a claim for which relief may be
granted. See id. at 654.
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the patriarchy needed reform, some religions decided to accept
women's equality in their ministry. 46 Others did not.
As in the secular world, a commitment to women's equality in
religion did not automatically or instantly result in women's equality.
"Women clergy consistently report that they feel discrimination because
they are not paid well," and "there is evidence that salary discrimination
occurs widely across denominations." 4 7 One study of Christian women
clergy found that "even when male and female clergy hold the same
kind of position within comparable churches, the woman will still be
paid less for doing the same job." The same is true of other religions. 48
A 1998 study found a nine percent difference between the salaries of
equivalent clergy women and clergy men at the same time that the gap
in service industries was two to three percent.49
In an attempt to explain these gaps of pay scale between clergy
employment and other employment, the authors concluded:
[W]hen work performance is difficult to judge, as it is in clergy
work, employers (denominational judicatory staff and local
congregational leadership) will evaluate employees (clergy) on the
basis of perceived character, background, and seniority. This makes
all clergy employment difficult to support with appropriate rewards
and feedback, and it makes the work of clergy women especially
vulnerable. When evaluations are made on the basis of perceived
character, background, and seniority, clergy women tend to be in a
disadvantaged position simply because implicit comparisons are
more likely to be made with the dominant image associated with
clergy, which is male.
This fits with the stories we have heard from women about
"feeling" that no matter how they meet objective criteria, no matter
how experienced they are, and no matter how well they do on the
job, they still lack something. Clergy women lack the "male
character" that has been so deeply connected to ordained ministry
throughout the centuries. Gender is still an ascriptive trait associated
with the character of clergy.
Historically, masculinity-that is, being male-has been
constructed as a component of clergy character. It is present in the
patriarchal language of the liturgy, in the symbols, in the rituals, and
in the texts. In our interviews with clergy and laity, some still
express a belief that women may not legitimately be ordained as
46 See generally BARBARA BROWN ZIKMUND ET AL., CLERGY WOMEN: AN UPHILL CALLING
(1998).
47 Id. at 72.
48 See Alan Cooperman, Women Paid Less than Men for Work as Rabbis, WASH. POST, July
31, 2004, at Al3.
49 ZIKMUND ET AL., supra note 46, at 73.
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clergy. It should not be surprising, then, that maleness becomes part
of the character associated with a "good pastor."50
Within the religious organizations that chose to include women in their
official ministry, therefore, the mistreatment of women is often not a
matter of theology but is an instance of sexism. The theology sets the
ideal of employment equality. The sexism destroys it.
Understanding that some religions admit women to their
ministerial structures and others do not, we can now consider typical
lawsuits by women employees in religious organizations and, unlike the
courts, view them from the women's perspective. Consider three types
of women employees. First are the women who fought to be admitted
to the previously all-male clergy and succeeded. Second are the women
who cannot be ministers or priests and take other jobs as teachers,
nurses, organists, secretaries, and professors. Some of these women
may have wanted to be ministers or priests. Others may just have
wanted a job and perhaps never paid attention to the disputes in the
churches about ordination or ministry. Third is the subset of these
women who decided to report misconduct or illegality in their religious
workplaces. All three groups sign employment contracts that they
believe to be legally binding. They do not expect their employers to
argue that these contracts are invalid. If so, why would they sign them?
In all three situations, the courts have dismissed lawsuits by these
women in defiance of Smith and numerous neutral laws of general
applicability. Over the next twenty years, Smith needs to be better
enforced in all three settings so that religious institutions not be allowed
to undermine antidiscrimination laws and the laws of women's equality.
A. Women Clergy
The first important ministerial exemption case (1972) involved a
woman who was allowed to become a minister in the Salvation Army.
Mrs. Billie McClure brought a Title VII complaint alleging that she
received a lower salary than her male coworkers and was then
discharged for making complaints about her pay to her superiors and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. McClure filed a sex
discrimination lawsuit, arguing that the exemption for religious
employers applied only to discrimination on the basis of religion.
Although the Fifth Circuit agreed that her lawsuit appeared to fall
within the protection of Title VII, it reached for a constitutional defense
50 Id. at 75.
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and dismissed the lawsuit on the grounds that court review of the
Salvation Army's choice of ministers violated the First Amendment.51
Thus was the ministerial exemption born in a case where the
Salvation Army did not subscribe to sex discrimination against women
in its ministry and where the jury could have considered many of the
justifications frequently offered for pay differences between clergy men
and women, namely "that women as a group tend to have less
experience than men, are concentrated in part-time work, prefer to serve
in lower-paying positions (copastorates or associate or assistant
pastorates), serve in smaller churches, or have less-impressive
educational credentials than men." 52
Thirty-seven years later and post-Smith, the Fifth Circuit dismissed
the case of Reverend Pamela Combs, who was first ordained a Baptist
minister and later became a Methodist minister working for the United
Methodist Church. Soon after telling church officials she was pregnant,
Combs asked why her salary was lower than comparable male salaries
and asked for a different housing allowance. After Combs gave birth,
she "suffered serious post-partum complications, which required
hospitalization, surgery, heavy medication, and extensive rest." 53 Only
then did her male pastors question her "competence, performance and
honesty." Despite the fact that the Methodist bishop had reappointed
Combs to a ministerial role, her pastoral supervisor determined she was
a lay employee and asked her to repay her maternity benefits.
The sex and pregnancy discrimination statutes are neutral laws of
general applicability. Nonetheless, even post-Smith, and despite her
new lay status, Combs's lawsuit was dismissed on the theory of the
ministerial exemption, which allowed her pastors to become a law unto
themselves, letting her work until she complained about her pay, had a
baby and got sick, and then yanking her ministerial position away. Note
that the court labeled her a minister even after the pastors had sent her
back to lay status in order to reclaim their benefits.
The stories cross religious lines. Rabbi Bonnie Leavy was fired
during her second employment contract with the Congregation Beth
Shalom when, due to a fall at home, she required foot surgery, which
limited her ability to stand, walk and move because she used crutches
and a cane. Leavy argued that she asked her employers for some
accommodations of the injury, which limited her ability, for example, to
visit hospitals and travel. Although the Congregation did not advocate
51 McClure v. Salvation Army, 460 F.2d 553 (5th Cir. 1972).
52 ZIKMUND ET AL., supra note 46, at 72; see also Williams v. Episcopal Diocese of Mass.,
No. 2000-03294B, 2001 WL 721453 (Super. Ct. Mass. June 8, 2001), affd, 766 N.E.2d 820
(Mass. 2002).
53 See Combs v. Cent. Tex. Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church, 173 F.3d
343, 344 (5th Cir. 1999).
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discrimination against the disabled, the court did not allow any review
of Leavy's claim that she was discriminated against because of her
surgery. 54
Episcopal Priest Janet Broderick Kraft had an employment contract
with Grace Church in New York that awarded her certain benefits if she
was fired without cause. After she was dismissed from her post as
associate pastor, Kraft sought to collect those benefits. Suddenly her
church defendants found cause, asserting that certain expenditures made
by Kraft from her discretionary fund and on the church credit card were
improper and in violation of canon law.5 5 Her employment contract
included details about the nature of the discretionary fund, just as Rabbi
Leavy's included provisions about the circumstances of her termination.
In religious settings, however, an employment contract is meaningless.
Kraft's case was dismissed without review.
Women who pursue traditional religious roles are also at risk.
Mary Rosati completed a postulancy program with the Contemplative
Order of the Sisters of the Visitation of Toledo, Ohio, and was admitted
to their novitiate. Four months later she became sick with breast cancer
and had surgery for herniated disc and kidney problems. Mary and her
doctor testified that when they told Mother Superior about Mary's
medical options, she replied, "We will have to let her go. I don't think
we can take care of her." The doctor told Mother Superior that Mary
would have a hard time getting medical insurance. Later that day,
Mother Superior told Mary that she was not suited for the convent life.
"Maybe God is trying to tell you something. Perhaps you don't have a
vocation .... You have too many physical problems. Don't you think
God is trying to tell you something?"
Don't you think that was a violation of the Americans with
Disabilities Act? The court did not consider that question because
Rosati's dismissal was an "ecclesiastical decision" outside its
jurisdiction. 56
Although these women had employment contracts with institutions
that do not advocate sex, pregnancy, disability, age or pay
discrimination and that sign contracts making them liable for firing
without cause, their contracts are meaningless. Religions that admit
54 Leavy v. Congregation Beth Shalom, 490 F. Supp. 2d 1011, 1013-14, 1025 (N.D. Iowa
2007); see also Friedlander v. Port Jewish Ctr., 347 F. App'x 654, 655 (2d Cir. 2009) (discussing
another rabbi, Ariel Friedlander, who had an employment contract with Port Jewish Center that
stated that the Temple could terminate her contract only for "gross misconduct or willful neglect
of duty"; and dismissing the lawsuit on the grounds that review of what qualified as "gross
misconduct" or "willful neglect of duty" by a rabbi was barred by the ministerial exception).
55 Kraft v. Rector, Churchwardens & Vestry of Grace Church in N.Y., No. 01 -CV-7871
(KMW), 2004 WL 540327, at *1-2 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 15, 2004); see also Scharon v. St. Luke's
Episcopal Presbyterian Hosp., 929 F.2d 360, 363 (8th Cir. 1991) (barring plaintiffs claims under
the ministerial exception).
56 Rosati v. Toledo, Ohio Catholic Diocese, 233 F. Supp. 2d 917, 921 (N.D. Ohio 2002).
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women into their ministry have become a contract law unto themselves.
The courts pretend that every one of these cases involves some esoteric
theological discussion that no jury could resolve. But the facts suggest
otherwise.57 Women might not win all these cases. But they should at
least have their day in court, where juries are capable of sifting through
facts about pay, illness and discrimination, and may assess the sincerity
of the churches' proposed defenses without violating the First
Amendment. 8
Women priests and ministers have enjoyed some limited success in
pressing sexual harassment cases on the grounds that sexual harassment
"does not involve scrutiny of church doctrine, interfere in matters of an
inherently ecclesiastical nature, or infringe upon the church's religious
practice."59 The narrow focus on sexual harassment, however, leaves
plaintiffs without sufficient remedy.
After Presbyterian Pastor Monica McDowell Elvig complained to
church superiors of sexual harassment resulting in a hostile work
environment, her supervisor was verbally abusive and retaliated by
taking her work away. After Elvig filed an EEOC complaint, she was
not only fired but also told that she would not be allowed to submit her
resume anywhere else to find a new position. Elvig alleged five
retaliatory adverse employment actions: (1) the removal of certain
duties, (2) her suspension, (3) her termination, (4) the refusal to permit
the circulation of her personal information form, and (5) retaliatory
harassment in the form of verbal abuse and intimidation. 60 The court,
however, ruled that she could sue only for the fifth item, where the
damages would be "limited and retrospective." The Seventh and Tenth
Circuits have rejected even Elvig's narrow holding and ruled that
religious sexual harassment falls outside the protection of the courts. 61
From the perspective of Smith, even Elvig is troubling. In the
midst of its ruling that sexual harassment was justiciable, the court
added that "the Church could invoke First Amendment protection from
Title VII liability if it claimed doctrinal reasons for tolerating or failing
to stop the sexual harassment Elvig alleges." 62
What? The church can avoid liability whenever it has doctrinal
reasons for doing so? For sexual harassment? Discrimination? Assault
57 See generally Caroline Mala Corbin, Above the Law? The Constitutionality of the
Ministerial Exemption from Antidiscrimination Law, 75 FORDHAM L. REV. 1965, 2001-03 (2007)
(explaining how cases are litigated under the minex).
58 See Ballard v. United States, 329 U.S. 187 (1946) (holding that a jury may consider
sincerity of religion but not its truth).
59 Black v. Snyder, 471 N.W.2d 715, 721 (Minn. Ct. App. 1991).
60 Elvig v. Calvin Presbyterian Church, 375 F.3d 951, 953-54 (9th Cir. 2004).
61 See Skrzypczak v. Roman Catholic Diocese of Tulsa, 611 F.3d 1238 (10th Cir. 2010);
Alicea-Hernandez v. Catholic Bishop of Chi., 320 F.3d 698 (7th Cir. 2003).
62 Elvig, 375 F.3d at 963.
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during exorcism? Domestic violence? Rape? Murder? Smith was
supposed to hold religions to the law. Instead the courts have made
religions a law unto themselves with the dangerous notion that religious
doctrine confers absolute immunity to harm women. And, as the next
subpart explains, without any irony they extend the ministerial doctrine
to women who are not allowed to become ministers.
B. Non-Ministers
Unlike the Salvation Army, Episcopalian, Baptist and Methodist
Churches and many Jewish Congregations, some religious groups do
not admit women into their highest class of ministry as a matter of
religious principle.
Beverly Brazauskas was Director of Religious Education and
Liturgy at Sacred Heart Church in South Bend, Indiana. After she was
fired by a new priest, Father Martelli, she alleged that he had torn up her
employment contract, made defamatory suggestions about the reasons
for her firing, and then blacklisted her from obtaining a position at the
University of Notre Dame. Brazauskas tried to explain to the Indiana
courts in her tort and contract lawsuit that she could not be a Catholic
priest and therefore should be governed by her employment contract
and Indiana law. 63  The court, however, did what the church would
never do-turned Brazauskas into a "minister"-and made her contract
meaningless. 64
Lynette Petruska, the University Chaplain at Gannon University,
argued that she was subjected to gender discrimination and fired for
criticizing the Catholic diocesan university's sexual harassment
policies, telling the diocese's bishop about a sexual harassment suit
against the university's president, and challenging the bishop's cover-up
of sexual misconduct at the university. She sued the college alleging
retaliatory discharge and sexual harassment. Like Brazauskas, Petruska
knew that she could not be ordained and so took a job for which she had
been assured her gender would not be held against her.
Petruska initially won her lawsuit in a 2-to- 1 Third Circuit panel
decision written by Judge Edward R. Becker, who died before the
opinion was filed.65 At Gannon's request, a new panel heard the case
63 Brazauskas v. Fort Wayne-S. Bend Diocese, Inc., 796 N.E.2d 286 (Ind. 2003); Brazauskas
v. Fort Wayne-S. Bend Diocese, Inc., 714 N.E.2d 253 (Ind. App. 1999).
6 See EEOC v. Roman Catholic Diocese of Raleigh, N.C., 213 F.3d 795, 805 (4th Cir. 2000);
Rayburn v. Gen. Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 772 F.2d 1164 (4th Cir. 1985).
65 See Petruska v. Gannon Univ., 448 F.3d 615 (3d Cir. 2006), vacated on grant ofreh'g, No.
05-1222, 2006 U.S. App. LEXIS 15088 (3d Cir. June 20, 2006).
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and ruled against Petruska. 66 According to Judge Becker, religious
organizations may fire employees for genuinely religious reasons or
sometimes because they are sexist. The ministerial exemption robs the
plaintiff of any opportunity to show the difference.
In Petruska's next attempt at vindication, the court read a
ministerial exemption into Title IX, another statute that is supposed to
protect women and not religion.67 The judicial trend is to read the
exemption into increasing numbers of statutes instead of enforcing the
laws.
A canon law professor at Catholic University, Elizabeth
McDonough, was denied tenure-without court review-even though
the files showed her academic credentials surpassed those of her male
colleagues. 68 A successful tenure-track professor of Old Testament
languages at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Sheryl
Klouda, was fired after the new president stated publicly that he did not
renew her contract because she is a woman: "[S]he was a mistake that
the trustees needed to fix . . .. [H]iring a woman to teach men was a
'momentary lax [sic] of the parameters."' 69
A Hispanic Communications Manager who composed media
releases for the Archdiocese of Chicago and worked to develop good
community relations with the Hispanic community alleged that the
national origin and sex discrimination she encountered on the job were
"exclusively secular," based on allegations of:
[P]oor office conditions, the Church's attempts to prevent her from
rectifying those conditions, exclusion from management meetings
and communications, denial of resources necessary for her to
perform her job, and constructive discharge and subsequent
replacement by a less qualified male who received a higher salary
and a more significant title for the same position. 70
Melanie Starkman was the Choirmaster and Director of Music at
Munholland United Methodist Church. She suffered from asthma,
osteoarthritis, migraine headaches and endometriosis, and alleged that
her employers violated the Americans with Disabilities Act because
they did not ameliorate her workplace conditions.7 ' Wendy Ostlund,
53, was a teacher at St. Patrick's Elementary School, where she taught
reading, science, math, handwriting, social studies and religion to her
first-grade class. Her contract was not renewed due to staff reductions
66 See Petruska v. Gannon Univ., 462 F.3d 294 (3d Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 550 U.S. 903
(2007).
67 Petruska v. Gannon Univ., No. 1:04-cv-80, 2008 WL 2789260 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2008).
68 EEOC v. Catholic Univ. of Am., 83 F.3d 455 (D.C. Cir. 1996).
69 Klouda v. Sw. Baptist Theological Seminary, 543 F. Supp. 2d 594, 596 (N.D. Tex. 2008).
70 Alicea-Hemandez v. Catholic Bishop of Chi., 320 F.3d 698, 700, 703 (7th Cir. 2003).
71 See Starkman v. Evans, 198 F.3d 173, 174 (5th Cir. 1999) (granting defendant's motion for
summary judgment).
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and she was replaced by a thirty-five year-old teacher, in violation, she
argued, of the age discrimination laws. 72
None of these women's cases made it to court.73
Although the courts pretend that they stay out of theological
disputes, in reality they decide them. Pamela Combs was a layperson in
the eyes of the church until the courts turned her back into a minister to
dismiss the lawsuit. Although the Roman Catholic Church would never
ordain Brazauskas or Petruska within the church, the courts were
persuaded by the church hierarchy to confer ministerial status on the
two women just long enough to dismiss their lawsuits. Declaring an
organist or a French teacher or a math teacher a minister is a form of
theology, a nonliberation theology in which the courts decree that the
religious employer always wins no matter what misconduct occurred.
Although the courts pretend that they defend the First Amendment
through the ministerial exemption, in reality they reach the result that
the Religion Clauses oppose, namely the powerful union of church and
state combining to crush individual rights. All these women who could
not be ordained by their churches were made ministers by the courts at
the churches' suggestion for the churches' benefit. This is completely
inconsistent with Smith's vision of a law-abiding society for religious
and nonreligious alike.
Writing in opposition to the ministerial exemption three years
before Smith was decided, Professor Ira Lupu argued:
Employment discrimination cases are simply not "internal" matters.
The plaintiff herself may never have been a member of the church.
More fundamentally, the interests being protected and enforced in
civil rights actions are not only the interests of the parties; substantial
public and third-party interests are present as well. Religious
institutions, like other important social institutions, are influential in
shaping behavior and moral convictions. The way in which such
institutions treat women or racial minorities is likely to have
significant consequences in other spheres of life. Those who may
suffer these consequences thus have a vital interest in the behavior of
religious institutions. In the face of these interests, these disputes
cannot reasonably be perceived as "internal." 74
Twenty-three years later, the evidence confirms that church
autonomy over "internal" matters harms society, especially women and
children. The whistleblowers' experience confirms the need for a
reinvigorated Smith to end church autonomy.
72 Coulee Catholic Sch. v. Labor & Indus. Review Comm'n, 768 N.W.2d 868 (Wis. 2009)
(dismissing Ostlund's case).
73 See supra notes 63-72.
74 Lupu, supra note 21, at 408-09.
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C. The Whistleblowers
Retaliation is a common occurrence in employment cases, as many
employees sue for retaliatory discharge after their employers dismiss or
demote them for filing lawsuits or complaints with the EEOC. Chaplain
Petruska, for example, was fired after she took steps to report sexual
harassment at Gannon. At Chapman University, Reverend Shaunie
Eminger Schmoll received a fifty percent reduction in hours and
benefits in retaliation for reporting sexual harassment reported to her by
students about two male faculty members.75 Lee Gellington, a male
ordained minister, helped a coworker, a woman minister, file charges of
sexual harassment after her supervisor made sexual advances against
her. He was then reassigned to another position. 76
Such retaliation would, if proven, be contrary to the provisions of
Title VII and other employment laws. All three lawsuits were
dismissed under the ministerial exemption, which leaves employers free
to retaliate at will.
There is no good constitutional or policy reason to allow religious
organizations to retaliate against their workers. It facilitates
wrongdoing and puts third parties at risk.
Consider the case of Madeline Weishuhn, a mathematics and
religion teacher at St. Mary's Elementary School in Mount Morris,
Michigan. According to the opinion dismissing her lawsuit,
Weishuhn's contract was not renewed after the 2005-2006 school year
"[a]fter a series of employment-related incidents, none of which
involved the subject of religion." 77 The incidents are not described.
Weishuhn is representative of what happens in ministerial
exemption cases. The facts are not developed because the cases are
dismissed on jurisdictional grounds. If the events at St. Mary's
Elementary School did not "involve[] the subject of religion," then they
should be considered in the decision.
Michigan newspapers and Weishuhn's attorney revealed the facts.
A student told Weishuhn that a student from another school was being
abused by her father. Weishuhn reported the information to the
authorities as the Michigan statute about reporting child abuse requires
and was fired for doing so. 78 The Michigan Court of Appeals ruled that
a parochial school teacher is not protected against retaliatory dismissal
75 Schmoll v. Chapman Univ., 83 Cal. Rptr. 2d 426, 427-28 (Cal. Ct. App. 1999).
76 See Gellington v. Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 203 F.3d 1299 (11th Cir. 2000)
(barring Gellington's claim under the ministerial exception, which survives Smith).
77 Weishuhn v. Catholic Diocese of Lansing, 787 N.W.2d 513, 516 (Mich. Ct. App. 2010).
78 MICH. COMP. LAWS § 722.623(l)(a) (2010).
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and the state supreme court refused review. 79 According to Weishuhn's
lawyer:
I cautioned [the court], if you're going to [apply the ministerial
exception to this case], be very careful because you certainly have to
provide protection for these [employees] who are compelled to report
under the law and are subject to retaliation .... What they are
saying is that my client doesn't even have protection for that.80
The appeals court demonstrated the misinterpretation of the First
Amendment that survives Smith, commenting that although "it seems
unjust that employees of religious institutions can be fired without
recourse for reporting illegal activities, particularly given that members
of the clergy, as well as teachers, are mandated reporters . . . to conclude
otherwise would result in pervasive violations of First Amendment
protections." In other words, churches enjoy constitutional freedom to
retaliate against employees who report sex abuse, even though the law
requires sex abuse reporting, and even though Weishuhn was a teacher
(not a minister) who did not violate Catholic teaching.
The larger background to this story is the worldwide sexual abuse
scandal in the Roman Catholic Church, in which at least 15,235 victims
have been acknowledged by the church in the United States, while
others estimate that 100,000 victims were involved.81 Sexual scandals
have hit other religious denominations, large and small, in numbers still
unknown. If women's and children's rights are to be protected, the
courts and the law must be on the side of the whistleblowers and not on
the side of church autonomy to break the law. Defenders of the
churches argue that the abuse story is overstated and that religious
organizations are no worse than anyone else in terms of the abuse they
perpetrate upon innocent victims.
And no better. Smith wisely realized that there is no rule of law if
the churches are exempted from it.82 A vigorous Smith is necessary to
curtail the restrictions that patriarchal religions place on women's and
children's freedom. Whenever you hear that common name Smith,
remember S.D., Laura Schubert, Elizabeth McDonough, Billie
McClure, Carole Rayburn, Pamela Combs, Bonnie Leavy, Janet
Broderick Kraft, Mary Rosati, Monica McDowell Elvig, Monica Maria
Skrzypckza, Gloria Alicea-Hernandez, Beverly Brazauskas, Lynette
79 See Weishuhn, 787 N.W.2d at 513, appeal denied, 787 N.W.2d 507 (Mich. 2010); Brian
Frasier, Michigan Court of Appeals Rules Parochial Teacher Not Protected Against Alleged
Retaliatory Dismissal, MICH. LAW. WKLY. (Feb. 8, 2010), http://www.allbusiness.com/legall
trial-procedure-appellate-decisions/13929668-1.html; see also Archdiocese of Miami, Inc. v.
Minagorri, 954 So. 2d 640 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007).
80 See Frasier, supra note 79.
81 Data on the Crisis: The Human Toll, BISHOPACCOUNTABLITY.ORG, http://www.bishop-
accountability.org/AtAGIance/data.htm#accused priests (last visited Apr. 21, 2011).
82 This is my Smith without political exemptions, not Scalia's Smith.
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Petruska, Sheryl Klouda, Melanie Starkman, Wendy Ostlund, Shaunie
Eminger Schmoll, Madeline Weishuhn, the women whose cases didn't
make it into this Essay, and all the unnamed women whose rights were
denied by religious organizations that operated as a law unto
themselves.
Or, if you prefer, consider the African Americans who were
discriminated against on the basis of race; the Mexican Americans who
were discriminated against on the grounds of national origin; the gay
and lesbians who were discriminated against on the basis of sexual
orientation as their sexual freedom was denied on religious grounds;
and the older white men who suffered age and disability discrimination.
They need Smith as well as you do, to make sure the rule of law is not
upended in the name of religious freedom.
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